STUDY HINTS for Geology 101 Lecture Exams:

In General –
- Attend class and take notes
- Read the associated chapters
  - Be familiar with the vocabulary
  - Know the major concepts
- Study your Take Home Message worksheets

You are allowed one 8.5” x 11” sheet of notes –
- Use this opportunity to ‘back-up’ what you should already know
- Do not expect to write down everything
- Do not rely completely on your note sheet…you will lose precious test time searching for answers
- Know the material

The Lecture Test –
- Finish in 40-55 minutes
- Format:
  - 10 questions – photo/slide (1 minute each)
  - 20 questions – multiple choice (~ 1 minute each)
  - 10 questions – matching (~ 5 minutes total)
  - 4-6 questions – fill in the blanks (~ 5 minutes total)
  - 2 of 3 questions – essay (~ 10 minutes total)

Read about Study Tips for Geology 101!